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Abstract Algorithmic DNA self-assembly is capable of

forming complex patterns and shapes, that have been

shown theoretically, and experimentally. Its experimental

demonstrations, although improving over recent years,

have been limited by significant assembly errors. Since

2003 there have been several designs of error-resilient tile

sets but all of these existing error-resilient tile systems

assumed directional growth of the tiling assembly. This is a

very strong assumption because experiments show that tile

self-assembly does not necessarily behave in such a fash-

ion, since they may also grow in the reverse of the intended

direction. The assumption of directional growth of the

tiling assembly also underlies the growth model in theo-

retical assembly models such as the TAM. What is needed

is a means for enforce this directionality constraint, which

will allow us to reduce assembly errors. In this paper we

describe a protection/deprotection strategy to strictly

enforce the direction of tiling assembly growth so that the

assembly process is robust against errors. Initially, we start

with (1) a single ‘‘activated’’ tile with output pads that can

bind with other tiles, along with (2) a set of ‘‘deactivated’’

tiles, meaning that the tile’s output pads are protected and

cannot bind with other tiles. After other tiles bind to a

‘‘deactivated’’ tile’s input pads, the tile transitions to an

active state and its output pads are exposed, allowing fur-

ther growth. When these are activated in a desired order,

we can enforce a directional assembly at the same scale as

the original one. Such a system can be built with minimal

modifications of existing DNA tile nanostructures. We

propose a new type of tiles called activatable tiles and its

role in compact proofreading. Activatable tiles can be

thought of as a particular case of the more recent signal tile

assembly model, where signals transmit binding/unbinding

instructions across tiles on binding to one or more input

sites. We describe abstract and kinetic models of activat-

able tile assembly and show that the error rate can be

decreased significantly with respect to Winfree’s original

kinetic tile assembly model without considerable decrease

in assembly growth speed. We prove that an activatable tile

set is an instance of a compact, error-resilient and self-

healing tile-set. We describe a DNA design of activat-

able tiles and a mechanism of deprotection using DNA

polymerization and strand displacement. We also perform

detailed stepwise simulations using a DNA Tile simulator

Xgrow, and show that the activatable tiles mechanism can

reduce error rates in self assembly. We conclude with a

brief discussion on some applications of activatable tiles
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beyond computational tiling, both as (1) a novel system for

concentration of molecules, and (2) a catalyst in sequen-

tially triggered chemical reactions.

Keywords DNA self-assembly � Error correction � Tile
assembly model � Strand displacement � Programmable

molecular machines � Deprotection systems � Concentration
systems � Reaction catalyzation

Abbreviations

PCR Polymerase chain reaction

DNA DeoxyriboNucleic acid

ds-DNA Double stranded DeoxyriboNucleic acid

TAM Tile assembly model

aTAM Abstract tile assembly model

kTAM Kinetic tile assembly model

aATAM Abstract activatable tile assembly model

kATAM Kinetic activatable tile assembly model

LTM Layered tile mechanism

PTM Protected tile mechanism

1 Introduction

The potential of self-assembling DNA nanostructures is

derived from the predictable properties of DNA

hybridization as well as from the theoretical power of the

assembly to instantiate any computable pattern (Wang

1961). Winfree (1998) formalized this process of tiling

assembly growth with his proposed Tile Assembly Model

(TAM) which describes how a complex structure can

spontaneously form from simple components called

‘‘tiles’’; this assembly can also perform computation.

However, the main problem for a practical implementation

of TAM based assemblies is that tile additions are very

error-prone.

Optimizing physical parameters like relative stoi-

chiometry of tiles can improve fabricated patterns, but this

is not sufficient to fully solve the problem of the growth of

errors in computational tiling assemblies. Experimental

demonstration of complex tilings show that error rates have

ranged in 1-D from 2–5 %, (Mao et al. 2000) and in 2-D

from 10 % in 2004, (Rothemund et al. 2004) 1.7 % in

2007, (Fujibayashi et al. 2008) 0.13 % in 2009, (Barish

et al. 2009) 0.05 % in 2010, (Chen and Doty 2012) to

0.02 % in replicating bits of information (Schulman et al.

2012).

The primary kind of error often encountered in DNA tile

assembly experiments is known as the error by insufficient

attachment (Chen and Goel 2004), which occurs when a

tile violates the TAM rule stating that a tile may only be

added if it binds strongly1 enough. Figure 2a gives an

example of tiling error by insufficient attachment. Thus

there is a mismatch between theoretical models of DNA

tiles and reality, providing major challenges in applying

this model to real experiments.

1.1 Prior work

There have been several designs of error-resilient tile sets

(Reif et al. 2004; Winfree and Bekbolatov 2003; Chen and

Goel 2004) that perform ‘‘proofreading’’ on redundantly

encoded information (Winfree and Bekbolatov 2003) to

decrease assembly errors. While Winfree and Bekbolatov

(2003), Reif et al. (2004), and Sahu and Reif (2006)

addressed the problem of decreasing growth errors2 in

assembly, Chen and Goel (2004) addressed both growth

and facet nucleation errors3 by investigating errors by

insufficient attachment. Schulman and Winfree (2009)

addressed the spontaneous nucleation error4 with their zig-

zag tile set. Each of these works, however, addresses only

certain types of errors and proposes a construction that

works with limited classes of tile sets. Additionally, most

of the constructions result in a blow up the tile set size by a

multiplicative factor, greatly hindering practical imple-

mentation. This leads to a major open question in error-

resilient self-assembly: Is it possible to design a compact

tile set that can address all three kinds of errors simulta-

neously? Our activatable tile set is an effort towards

achieving this ultimate goal.

1.2 Limitations of previous approaches

towards robust assembly

Existing error-resilient tile sets assume directional growth.

This is a very strong assumption because experiments show

that real tiles do not behave in such a fashion. The

assumption, however, is key to assembly growth according

to TAM. Thus, a potential solution to minimizing assembly

errors is to enforce this directionality constraint. Observe

that, if we start with a set of ‘‘deactivated’’ tiles which

activate in a desired order, we can enforce a directional

assembly at the same scale as the original one. Such a

system can be built with minimal modifications on the rich

1 In the TAM for temperature s ¼ 2, a tile binds strongly either using

at least one strong bond or two weak bonds.
2 Growth error happens when a tile with one weak bond (weakly

binding tile) attaches at a location where a tile with two weak bonds

could have, and should have, been placed.
3 A facet nucleation error happens when weakly binding tile attaches

to a site where no tiles should attach at the moment.
4 Spontaneous nucleation errors occur when a large assembly grows

in absence of a seed tile.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 GS denotes the growth site. Sticky pads in black denote

hybridized, and reddenote unhybridized.The oval padding over the input

and output pads denotes protection from hybridization. a Scheme of

deprotection for 1D Assembly. b Scheme of deprotection for 2D

assembly. (Color figure online)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 Errors of insufficient attachment are disallowed using

activatable tiles. GS denotes the growth site. Sticky pads in black

denote hybridized, red denote unhybridized, and green denote

mismatched edges. The oval padding over the input and output pads

denotes protection from hybridization. a Insufficient attachment

without Activatable Tiles. b This shows how the use of activat-

able tiles disallows a tiling error by insufficient attachment. (Color

figure online)
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repository of DNA nanostructures that we have designed

and tested to date (LaBean et al. 2000; Yan et al. 2003).

1.3 Previous approaches to direct tiling assembly

procedures

The main inspiration for the idea of activatable tiles has

been snaked-proofreading technique of Chen and Goel

(2004), which replaces each original tile by a k � k block

of tiles. The assembly process for a block doubles back on

itself such that nucleation error cannot propagate without

locally forcing another insufficient attachment. Can such a

growth order be enforced at the original scale of the

assembly? Other motivating work has been from Dirks and

Pierce (2004), who designed a system where monomer

DNA nanostructures, when mixed together, do not hybri-

dize until an initiator strand is added. Can the idea of

triggered self-assembly be used in the context of compu-

tational DNA tiling?

The answers to both questions are yes. The basic

schemes in one and two dimensions are shown in Fig. 1.

The key idea is to start with a set of ‘‘protected’’ DNA

tiles, which we call activatable tiles; these tiles do not

assemble until an initiator nanostructure is introduced to

the solution. The initiator utilizes strand displacement to

‘‘strip’’ off the protective coating on the input sticky

end(s) of the appropriate neighbors. When the input

sticky ends are completely hybridized, the output sticky

ends are exposed. The newly exposed output sticky ends,

in turn, strip the protective layer off the next tile along

the growing face of the assembly. DNA polymerase

enzyme can perform this deprotection, since it can act

over long distances (e.g: across tile core) unlike strand

displacement. The use of polymerase as a long range

effector is justified because of its successful use in PCR,

a biochemistry technique often used for exponentially

amplifying DNA. Many repeated rounds of primer poly-

merization are required in conventional PCR. In contrast,

we are using only a single round of primer polymeriza-

tion (similar to a single round of PCR) to expose the

desired sticky ends in our activatable tiles.

1.4 Enzyme-free activated tiles: prior protected

and layered tile mechanisms

One of the most relevant previous works that is that of

Murata (2004), Fujibayashi and Murata (2005) and Fuji-

bayashi et al. (2009): the Protected Tile Mechanism (PTM)

and the Layered Tile Mechanism (LTM) which utilize

DNA protecting molecules to form kinetic barriers against

spurious assembly. In the PTM, a protection strand covers

only the input strands of the base tile, while leaving the

output strands open for attachment. Although this does

induce a reduction in the error rates, spontaneous nucle-

ation errors are still possible, where in the absence of a

seed tile, active output strands can interact with inactive

input strands, remove the protection strand, and initiate

erroneous assemblies. The LTM is much more similar to

our model, wherein a layered tile covers both the input and

the output strands of the base tile. However, the two output

strands are protected by 3 nt each, which is a weak pro-

tection mechanism and is highly sensitive to the tempera-

ture of assembly, constraining the temperatures at which

assembly can be performed. A more recent improvement of

the LTM (Gautam et al. 2013), is a more robust model,

where the output strands are protected by longer domains

(10 nt), and the layered tile self-strand displaces its output

protection from the base tile. However, since the two ends

of the layered tile are complementary by design and can

attach to each other, in addition to the constraint that a

twist? in the central double helix is required, experimental

synthesis of such an enveloped tile could involve some

effort.

1.5 Active tile assembly models

Our activatable tiles model can be considered to be a

particular instance of the Signal Tile Assembly Model

(STAM) (Padilla et al. 2012, 2013). In the STAM, on

successful binding of one or more input strands, signals

transmit binding/unbinding instructions across tiles

enabling/disabling the output sites. This model has been

shown to be Turing Universal in 2D at temperature 1

(Jonoska and Karpenko 2014), and has been the subject of

detailed study (Keenan et al. 2013; Hendricks et al. 2013;

Jonoska and Karpenko 2014). In our activatable tiles

model, on successful binding of input strands, only 1

instruction is transmitted across the tile, which instructs the

output sites to become available for binding irreversibly.

Other mechanisms of error control involve using staged

assembly (Demaine et al. 2008). Our activatable tiles

require a single enzyme, a strand displacing DNA poly-

merase, many of which (BST, /29, klenow fragment) are

known to work with high efficiency. Enzymatic (Garg

et al. 2015) and Enzyme-free (Zhang et al. 2013) 1-D

versions of activatable tiles have been experimentally

shown to work, lending some credibility to the theoretical

model of active tile self-assembly.

1.6 Our results and the organization of the paper

Section 1 introduced the notion of deprotection and dis-

cussed the need for activatable tiles in computational

assemblies. In Sect. 2, we provide abstract and kinetic

models for activatable tiles that build on Winfree’s original

TAMs, with the primary difference being that each tile now
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has an associated finite state machine. We analyze potential

sources of error in activatable TAM and compare both

error rate and growth speed with that of the original TAM.

In Sect. 3 we observe that since tiling assembly growth

happens at the original scale of the assembly with low error

rates, activatable tiles can provide compact error-resilience.

In Sect. 3 we also prove that activatable tiles can provide

compact self-healing by repairing a hole of certain size

with high probability before backward assembly growth

can start, assuming suitable values of kinetic parameters. In

Sect. 5.1, we describe the DNA design of an example one

dimensional activatable tile and its deprotection using

strand displacement and DNA polymerization. In Sect. 5.4

we extend this design to the two dimensional case. In Sect.

6 we observe that the applications of activatable tiles are

not limited to computational assemblies and discuss a

novel concentration/sensing system based on activat-

able tiles. We also briefly describe how activatable tiles can

be used for catalyzing chemical reactions. In Sect. 7 we

conclude the paper with some open questions and future

work.

2 The activatable tile assembly models

An abstract model is a theoretical abstraction from reality

that is often easier to work with conceptually as well as

mathematically. Thus developing an abstract activat-

able tile assembly model will help us describe the

mechanism of tiling assembly growth with activat-

able tiles as well as analyze potential sources of error in

the process. Since Winfree has already established the

framework for tiling assembly models with his TAMs, we

build our abstract Activatable Tile Assembly Model

(aATAM) and the kinetic Activatable Tile Assembly

Model (kATAM) discussed in this section on Winfree’s

abstract and kinetic TAMs respectively (Winfree 1998).

We use the term TAM to describe any models that fall

under the broad umbrella of the Tile Assembly Model,

and define our aATAM and kATAM under this umbrella

as well.

2.1 The abstract activatable tile assembly model

(aATAM)

In the simplest version of activatable tiles, the idea is to

start with a set of ‘‘protected’’ rule tiles so that the tiles do

not assemble until the pre-assembled initiator assembly

consisting of a seed tile and multiple boundary tiles is

introduced in the mixture. In the more complex version, the

initiator is the seed tile alone and the boundary tiles have a

protection-deprotection scheme similar to that of the rule

tiles. Note that the seed tile does not have any protection,

and its pads are free to start binding to input pads of other

boundary and rule tiles. The boundary and rule tiles each

have protection on their input/output pads.

The aATAM is similar to the original abstract TAM

(aTAM) due to Winfree (1998) except that each tile type t

has an associated finite state machine (FSM) Mt and

hence, each tile has a state. Refer to Fig. 3 for the rest of

this discussion. The new abstract rule tile is shown in

Fig. 3a-ii. Unlike the original tile (Fig. 3a-i), it has all of

its sides protected. The states in the FSM Mt arise from

the presence or absence of protection on the four sides of

the tile type t (as shown in Fig. 3b. The state transition

diagram is shown in Fig. 3c. The idea is to start with a

completely protected rule tile and at the end have a tile

similar to one described in Winfree’s aTAM once its

input ends are properly bound to appropriate ‘‘neighbors’’

in a growing assembly. A tile of type t is inert in state S1t
until it is activated on either one of its input pads (See

states S2t and S3t, with 1 pad bound). The bound input

pad in turn activates the remaining input which can bind

to an appropriate adjacent tile on the growing face of the

crystal (S4t). (Note that although the theoretical model

shown in Figs. 3c and 5 describes either of the input pads

can attach first, the experimental design in Fig. 17 and the

analysis in Sect. 2.3, are designed such that exactly one of

the input pads can bind first, which in turn activates the

other input. Alternate designs (not-shown) can be

designed such that either input binds first (for e.g. using

the co-operative strand displacement mechanism Zhang

2011.)

In case there is no such neighbor available, the protec-

tion (P1t or P2t), which is part of the tile until the outputs

are deprotected, covers the inputs again and the tile leaves

the assembly (S1t). With at most one of the input pads

bound, (recall that outputs are not available for binding

until both input pads are matched) there can be at most one

weak bond between the tile and the assembly. A tile in

aATAM abides by the temperature s ¼ 2 rule just as in

aTAM and hence this tile dissociates. When both inputs are

matched, the long range effector (LRE) deprotects the

output pads (S5t).
5

5 In the more complex version of activatable tile set, the seed is the

initiator tile in the assembly experiments and consequently does not

have any protection on any of its sides. Boundary tiles still need to be

protected (Fig. 3d-ii, g-ii). The corresponding states are shown in

Fig. 3e, h. Deprotection is simpler for boundary tiles. Since the bonds

on the east side of the x-axis boundary tiles (Bx) and that on the south

side of the y-axis boundary tiles (By) are strong bonds, matches on

those pads can trigger the deprotection of the north and west pads for

Bx as well as By (Fig. 3f, i).
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2.2 The kinetic activatable tile assembly model

(kATAM)

The kATAM is based on Winfree’s original model

kTAM, but due to the the stochastic nature of the pro-

tection on all sides of the tile, additional errors need to be

modeled. Therefore we need more free parameters than

just rf and rr;b for tiling assembly growth. Figure 4 shows

the different states possible in the finite state machine for

the kATAM and Fig. 5 shows the state transition diagram.

In addition to the assumptions of kTAM, the main

assumptions of kATAM are: (1) The input protection is

only reversible while the output pads are still protected,

(2) Output protection is irreversible, meaning once a tile

is completely deprotected, it cannot return to the stage

where every side of the tile has a protective cover.

Monomers in solution are, thus, either entirely protected

or entirely deprotected, (3) Universal toeholds are used,

for ease of analysis and implementation. Universal toe-

holds implies that the toehold sequence is the same across

all the input/output pads, even though the branch migra-

tion sequences might be different, (4) The system we

model is the sierpinski 7 tiles system, as modelled by

Winfree in the original kTAM.

We start with an empty growth site (S1). Completely

protected tiles can be added to it at a rate rf , proportional to

their concentration (recall Gmc is the logarithm of the

concentration). This event corresponds to state S7, S9 and

S2, depending on whether the tile has 0, 1 or 2 input

matches at its growth site. In kATAM, tiles binding at the

growth site come in another flavor too: They may be

completely deprotected (i.e. as the tiles in the original

kTAM). The reason for modeling these deprotected tiles is

that even a tile with both inputs correctly matched can be

knocked off the growth site after output deprotection.

These tiles, however, are added to the growth site, at a

different rate r0f that will be shown later to be much smaller

than rf . This is the transition probability to states S8, S12

and S6 from S1. Later in this section we will discuss how

we can derive r0f from the free parameters. Further, tiles in

states S7, S9 and S2 fall off at a rate rr;1t since they are only

bound by one input toehold (toehold of In1t) to the

assembly. The rate of dissociation rr;b from states S8, S12

Fig. 3 a-i Original Abstract Rule Tile, a-ii Protected Abstract Tile,

b Different states associated with the activatable rule tile, c State

Transition Diagram for Activatable Rule Tile, d-i Original Abstract
Boundary Tile along x axis, d-ii Protected Abstract Boundary Tile

along x-axis, e Different states associated with the Activat-

able Boundary Tile along x-axis, f State Transition Diagram for

Activatable Boundary Tile along x-axis, g-i Original Abstract

Boundary Tile along y axis, g-ii Protected Abstract Boundary Tile

along y-axis, h Different states associated with the Activat-

able Boundary Tile along y-axis, i State Transition Diagram for

Activatable Boundary Tile along y-axis. The oval padding on the

sides of certain tiles in the Figure is used to denote protection of tile

pads from hybridization. Sides of tiles without labels indicate absence

of sticky ends
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or S6 depends only on the extent of input matches (just as

in original kTAM) and hence are rr;2t; rr;1þ1t
6 and rr;2

respectively. With one input match, the tile in S9 (S2)

transitions to S10 (S3) at the rate of rdp (deprotection) and

returns to S9 (S2) at the rate of rp (protection). This tile

state corresponds with monomers with one deprotected

input and one protected input. After the first match, the

input deprotects the adjacent input at the rate of rdp. If the

second input is also matched, then it binds (very fast) at a

binding rate rb. If, however, there is a mismatch for the

second input, either the protective cover7 falls back on the

input at the rate rp (S11 ! S10) or the tiles come off the

growth site at the rates depending on the extent of binding.

Note that rdp; rp; rb are free parameters whose value

depends on the experimental situation.

When both inputs are matched, the output pads (S5) are

deprotected at the rate rdp out. Just as with rdp and rp; rdp out

is a free parameter that depends on the experimental situa-

tion. Tiles can, however, fall off from the growth site, while

in any state at a rate that depends on the extent of binding.

Tiles with more than two bindings (three or four) can fall off

Fig. 4 The different states associated with the transition diagram for the

kATAM. State. (Color figure online) S1 (highlighted light-blue) shows

the growth siteGS.The states highlighted in grey (S2; S3; S4; S5; S6 show
possible 2-input matches on the GS), non-highlighted (S9; S10; S11; S12

show possible 1-input matches on the GS), yellow (S7; S8 show 0-input

matches on the GS). The complementary strands on the GS I�n1t and I�n2t
are only shown in state S1 for ease of display. The mismatched pad names

(In3t and In4t) are shown in dark-green. (Color figure online)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 Continuous time Markov

Chain associated with the

kATAM (Specifically the

Kinetic Trapping Model)

a Shows the transition diagram

for a growth site GS to have a

tile frozen correctly at the site

b Shows the transition diagram

for a growth site GS to have a

tile frozen incorrectly at the site.

The colour code corresponds to

the number of matches (Fig. 4).

(Color figure online)

6 Dissociation from state S8 involves unbinding of 2 toeholds, and

state S12 involves unbinding of 1 bound input pad and 1 toehold,

since the toeholds have been assumed to be universal.

7 The design of these tiles are such that the protection is part of the

nanostructure until the outputs are deprotected.
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the growth site, too, but at a considerably lower rate of rr;3 or

rr;4. Thus we do not show these transitions in Fig. 4.

2.3 Kinetic parameters for an example deprotection

system

The chain of equations in Fig. 6 shows how to derive the

various parameters for a certain implementation of depro-

tection using a DNA polymerase enzyme (modeled as an

irreversible process) and strand displacement technique

(modeled as a reversible process).8 Consider the growth

site GS in an assembly A and suppose tile T1 can bind at

GS. T1Prot, the protected version of T1, arrives at GS at a

rate rf (corresponding rate constant kf ). Since all its pads

are protected, and only one input toehold is available for

binding, it can leave the growth site at a rate rr;1t (corre-

sponding rate constant kr;1t). Without loss of generality,

suppose the south end input (e.g. input 1) binds, and trig-

gers a signal making the east end input (input 2) available

for binding and, if this hybridization is successful, the

outputs become uncovered. Input 1 has an exposed toehold,

facilitating displacement of the protection strand P1. Input

1 of T1Prot hybridizes with A via strand displacement of P1,

to form AT1In1Bnd (forward and backward rate constants are

ksd1 and k�sd1 respectively). P1 is now free to displace P2,

the protection of input 2, using a toehold region forming

AT1In2ToeExp (forward and backward rate constants are ksd2
and k�sd2 respectively). Once input 2 is exposed by strand

displacement, it hybridizes with A, forming AT1In2Bnd
(forward and backward rate constants are ksd3 and k�sd3

respectively); the complement P0 of the primer P, which

was held in a hairpin loop on the output protection strand

P3, is now made available. The primer P binds to P3,

forming AT1InBndP at the rate rf (It can dehybridize at the

rate rr;1);
9 DNA polymerase enzyme E next binds at the 30

end of P forming AT1InBndPE (forward and backward rate

constants are kpoly and k�poly respectively) and extends it to

the output ends with a rate constant kext.
10 In the next step

when PextP3 dissociates, the outputs of tile T1 in the

assembly AT1OutExp are exposed. Completely deprotected

tiles (T1UnProt) can fall off GS at a rate rb;2 dictated by their

concentration (rate constant kb;2; these tiles are the only

source of errors in assembly. They can cause an error by

attaching to a growth site in another assembly A0 with a

single match (A0T1UnProt).
We derive the rates of the different reactions.11 ksd1; ksd2

and ksd3 are the forward rate constants of strand displace-

ment while k�sd1; k�sd2 and k�sd3 are the corresponding

backward rate constants. In general,

ksdi

k�sdi

¼ eDG=kT ð2:1Þ

for i ¼ 1; 2; 3, where DG is the free energy change in the

duplex formation for the toehold region and is calculated in

a similar manner as Gse. Further, the average time taken per

base-pair migration has been estimated from empirical data

(Zhang and Winfree 2009; Thompson et al. 1975) to be of

the order of 10–100 ls. Thus ksdi and k�sdi, for i ¼ 1; 2; 3

can be estimated from the corresponding toehold length.

Once at least one of the inputs are hybridized, the tile

can dissociate with a rate constant kr;i, where i ¼ 1; 2

depending on how many inputs are currently bound. Recall

that, at this stage, we assume that T1 returns to its original

protected state (T1Prot) when it falls off the assembly. This

corresponds to rate

rr;i ¼ kf e
�iGse ð2:2Þ

The primer P hybridizes at a rate

rf ¼ kf ½P� ¼ kf e
�Gmc ð2:3Þ

These equations are as modelled in the kTAM (Winfree

1998). We assume that the polymerase enzyme initially

binds with a rate constant of kpoly and dissociates with

k�poly, but the subsequent polymerization after binding is

irreversible. The polymerization once begun occurs with a

rate constant of kext. In general, kpoly and k�poly are exper-

imentally obtained depending on the polymerase. How-

ever, if we do not have that data at our disposal, it can also

be derived analytically. Since mathematical treatment of

pre-steady state kinetics is quite difficult when exonuclease

8 For the subsequent discussion, note that the backward rate is

denoted by the negation of forward rate. For instance, if kpoly be the

forward rate of association of the DNA polymerase enzyme to the

primer, k�poly denotes the rate of dissociation of the polymerase

enzyme.
9 Note that if the concentration of a growing assembly front at any

instant is [GS], and the primer concentration is [P], then the reaction

rate is kf ½GS�½P�. Likewise, the rate of monomer tile attachment is

kf ½GS�½T �, where [T] is the tile concentration. By keeping the

concentration of primer and tiles the same, the reaction rate rf can be

assumed to be the same for both these reactions. Also, the

dehybridization rate constant rr;1 is kept the same by keeping the

primer length the same as the sticky ends. Since a primary assumption

of the kTAM is that monomer tile concentrations are kept constant,

similarly primer concentrations are also kept constant.

10 The polymerase extension of the primer hybridized to the

protection strand, is modeled as an irreversible atomic process for

simplicity. If the exonuclease activity during polymerization occurs at

a reasonably low rate, then the assumption is quite justified.
11 The rate constants ksd1 and ksd3 each correspond to the reaction

rate rdp, while the rate constants k�sd1 and k�sd3 each correspond to rp.

The rate constants kpoly and kext together contribute to the rate rdp out.

The rate constant ksd2 is involved in the deprotection of the second

input pad by the first activated input pad, and has not been modelled

in Fig. 5.
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activity is included, eukaryotic DNA polymerization is

often studied in only steady state. In general, let kcat and

kexo be the catalytic rate of DNA polymerization and

exonuclease reactions, k1 and k�1 represent the association

and dissociation rates, respectively of nucleotide binding

and n be the number of consecutive nucleotide incorpora-

tion allowed, then using steady state kinetic analysis

(Saturno et al. 1995), the concentration of the tiles whose

both outputs are exposed due to the polymerization of the

protection strand (½AT1OutExp�) can be evaluated given the

concentration of the tiles with primers bound to P3,

(½AT1InBndP�). Specifically,

kext ¼
1

1þ ð1þ Km

N
ÞRn�1

i¼0
kexo
kcat

� �n�i
Km

N

� �n�i�1 ð2:4Þ

Here N is the nucleotide concentration and Km ¼ k�1þkcat
k1

.

The derivation of kext is as follows: if Di and D0
i represent

the concentration of the polymerized primer, i bases long

and the complex polymerized i-mer with the next nucleo-

tide to be incorporated bound in its position but not yet

catalyzed respectively (both are complexes with DNA

polymerase), then

dDi

dt
¼ kcatD

0
i�1 þ k�1D

0
i þ kexoDiþ1 � kexoDi � k1DiN

ð2:5Þ

and

dD0
i

dt
¼ k1DiN � ðk�1 þ kcatÞD0

i
ð2:6Þ

for i ¼ 0; . . .; n� 1 and dDn

dt
¼ kcatD

0
n�1 � kexoDn. The last

equation ensures that the polymerization stops at the end of

n bases. Further D�1 ¼ 0. Hence solving for these equa-

tions in steady state where each dDi

dt
and

dD0
i

dt
is zero, we can

obtain the equation for kext.

2.4 The kinetic trapping model

In the context of the abstract tile system, the kinetic trap-

ping model monitors a particular growth site. As tiles

attach to the neighboring growth sites, the tile currently in

the monitored growth site ‘‘freezes’’ there permanently at

the effective growth rate r� (even if it has one or more

mismatches among its four binding sides). The kinetic trap

model can be used to find the probability that the correct

tile is in the growth site when the site freezes. In addition to

the states described in Fig. 4, the model has the sink states

Frozen Correct(FC) and Frozen Incorrect(FI)12 (Fig. 5). In

this model, the probability of an error-less step in the

assembly is the probability of a tile transitioning to FC at

t ! 1. We compare the growth speed and the error rate

with that of the original Winfree model.

Since there are many free parameters in the kinetic

model, such as rf ; rr;b; rp etc we decrease the dimension-

ality of the parameter space by combining some of the

parameters together e.g. rp; rdp and rdp out. This is done by

computing the rate at which tiles become completely

deprotected after reaching a growth site, thus neglecting

the intermediate states in Fig. 5. This corresponds to the

rate at which a tile reaches state S6 if it is in S1. We call

this rate reff and assume that reff is a function of Gse such

that

reff ¼ kf e
ð�2þ�1ÞGse ð2:7Þ

where �1 is a constant and 0\�1\1. Note that reff is

similar to rf in the original kTAM. Based on the continuous

time Markov Chain (CTMC) in Fig. 5, we can evaluate reff
as

reff ¼ rf
rdp

ðrdp þ rr;1tÞ
rdp

ðrp þ rdp þ rr;1Þ
rb

ðrb þ rr;1þ1t þ rpÞ
rdp out

ðrdp out þ rr;2 þ rr;1Þ
ð2:8Þ

This formulation is derived as follows: the rate of moving

from S1 to S3 is rf
rdp

ðrdpþrr;1tÞ. Similarly, the rate at which tiles

transition from S3 to S4, given the rate of transfer from S1

to S3 is rf
rdp

ðrdpþrr;1tÞ
rdp

ðrpþrdpþrr;1Þ. Similarly one can obtain the

rate of transitioning from S1 to S6.

Fig. 6 Kinetic parameters for an example deprotection system

12 A growth site can only be frozen if the output pads of the tile

sitting in that growth site are available for binding. Hence the

transitions to FC and FI are only from S6, S8 and S12 and not from S5

or S11.
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Here, rb is the rate of binding of two unbound com-

plementary sticky ends in close proximity (See transition

from state S4 to S5). We assume that rb � ðrr1þ1t
þ rpÞ and

thus rb
ðrbþrr;1þ1tþrpÞ � 1. Hence, equation 2.8 is now

reff ¼ rf
rdp

ðrdp þ rr;1tÞ
rdp

ðrp þ rdp þ rr;1Þ
rdp out

ðrdp out þ rr;2 þ rr;1Þ
ð2:9Þ

One primary assumption in kATAM is that

rr;1 [ rf [ reff [ rr;2 ð2:10Þ

Further, we assume

rr;1t ¼ kf e
�t

s
Gse ð2:11Þ

rr;2t ¼ kf e
�2t

s
Gse ð2:12Þ

rr;1 ¼ kf e
�Gse ð2:13Þ

rr;1þ1t ¼ kf e
�ð1þt

s
ÞGse ð2:14Þ

rr;2 ¼ kf e
�2Gse ð2:15Þ

reff ¼ kf e
ð�2þ�1ÞGse ð2:16Þ

rf ¼ kf e
ð�2þ�1þ�2ÞGse ð2:17Þ

for

0\�1; �2 ð2:18Þ

�1 þ �2\1 ð2:19Þ

Here, t is the length of the toehold, and s is the length of the

sticky ends. Observe that rf ¼ kf e
�Gmc as well.

These assumptions follow from the following set of

intended interactions. Since our system is being modelled

at s ¼ 2, a two sticky end bond detachment must be much

slower. Hence,
rf
rr;2

[ 1. Likewise,
reff
rr;2

[ 1. This implies

eð�1þ�2ÞGse [ 1 and e�1Gse [ 1. On the other hand, a single

sticky end bond detachment should be faster than the

forward rate of tile attachment, otherwise aggregates can

build up, and errors increase. Hence,
rf
rr;1

\1. Similarly,
reff
rr;1

\1. This implies e�ð1�ð�1þ�2ÞÞGse 	 1 and

e�ð1��1ÞGse 	 1. Combining these results in the constraints

above.

For simplicity of the model, we can ensure that

reff � rr;2 ð2:20Þ

This implies the value of �1 is close to 1, which can be done

by adjusting the kinetic parameters in the deprotection

system (e.g. toehold length in the strand displacement

events, nucleotide concentration and template length for

polymerization etc). Another important assumption we

make is that DNA polymerization has been modeled as

irreversible and, hence, at equilibrium every tile is

completely deprotected. Based on these assumptions we

conclude the following claim:

Claim 1 With respect to the original kTAM, the error

rate in kATAM can be decreased without a considerable

decrease in the speed of the growth of the assembly since
�

�old
¼ e��1Gse and r�

r�
old

[ e��2Gse .

Proof In order to prove this claim, we first need to esti-

mate r0f , the rate at which completely deprotected tiles bind

to a growth site. Observe that in Fig. 5, there is a transition

from state S6 to state S1 when the tile after output depro-

tection leaves the growth site. The state of the tile however,

has changed as indicated in Fig. 6 (from T1Prot to T1UnProt).

Thus, the transition from S5 to S6 is irreversible. This

implies that at t ! 1 (steady state), all protected mono-

mers will pass through state S6. There is another leak

pathway through which tiles can get deprotected, but we

assume that this pathway has extremely low probability

and hence do not include it in our analysis.13

Hence e�Gmc is an upper bound on the fraction of tiles in

state S5 at t ! 114 Based on the CTMC in Fig. 5, the

probability of a tile leaving state S6 is

pout S5 ¼
rr;2

r� þ rr;2
ð2:21Þ

where r�, the effective growth rate is given by

r� ¼ reff þ r0f � rr;2 ð2:22Þ

Note that r� is the effective rate at which the tile gets locked
into place by a correct neighbouring tile attaching to the

assembly. We assume that the net rate at which a neigh-

bouring tile attaches to lock the tile into place is independent

of whether a tile has 0,1,2 bonds at the current growth site.

Hence r� is the same from states S6; S8 and S12. Also see

Fig. 7 to see how r� is defined in terms of Eq. 2.22.

Also, the expected portion of completely deprotected

tiles Tdeprot that leaves S6 is

E½Tdeprot� ¼
rr;2

r� þ rr;2
e�Gmc ð2:23Þ

by linearity of expectation.

Recall that the rate of tile addition is solely dependent

on the concentration of the tiles. Hence the rate at which a

completely deprotected tile binds to a growth site is

13 Another way of deprotected tiles forming is if a protected

monomer tile and primer bind with a small chance, and the

polymerase extends the primer deprotecting the tile. An explanation

of this is given in a following note 2.4.1.
14 This is a loose upper bound because at t ! 1, most growth sites

are frozen and the tiles in those growth sites cannot leave and

contribute to the expected number of tiles leaving S6. The concen-

tration of completely deprotected tiles, however, is maximum at

steady state.
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r0f ¼ kf
rr;2

r� þ rr;2
e�Gmc ð2:24Þ

Observe that we have

r0f ¼ rf
rr;2

reff þ r0f

\rf
rr;2

reff

ð2:25Þ

since r0f [ 0. For simplicity, we will use rf
rr;2
reff

as an esti-

mate of r0f since the bound can be made tighter using the

assumption in equation 2.20.15 Thus

r0f ¼ eð�2þ�2ÞGse ð2:26Þ

We now analyze the probability of an error-less assembly

step based on the kinetic trapping model in Fig. 5. Let piðtÞ
be the probability that i is the state t seconds after the

growth site has appeared, assuming the site has not yet

been frozen. Thus if we start with unit concentration of tile

in S1, it accumulates differentially in FC and FI. Based on

the continuous time Markov Chain (CTMC) in Fig. 5, we

compute the probability of an error-less step for an

assembly as

pFCð1Þ ¼
reffþr0

f

r�þrr;2

reffþr0
f

r�þrr;2
þ 2r0

f

r�þrr;1
þ 4r0

f

r�þrr;1t


 1

1þ 2
r0
f

r0
f
þreff

� �
r�þrr;2
r�þrr;1

� �
ð2:27Þ

since (1) there is only one correct tile for any growth site

(this tile ends up in FC), two tiles with one binding site

match and the remaining four tile types have no matching

binding sites (these tiles end up in FI) and (2)

rr;1 [ rf [ reff [ rr;2. Hence error rate is

� ¼ 1� pFCð1Þ


 2
r0f

r0f þ reff

 !
r� þ rr;2

r� þ rr;1

� � ð2:28Þ

for small �. Simplifying,

� ¼ 2
e�ð�1��2ÞGse

1þ e�ð�1��2ÞGse

e�ð1��1ÞGseð1þ e�ð�1��2ÞGseÞ
1þ e�ð1��1ÞGse þ e�ð1��2ÞGse � e�Gse


 2e�ð1��2ÞGse

ð2:29Þ

neglecting e�Gseðe�1Gse þ e�2Gse � 1Þ. Recall that error in

Winfree’s model (Winfree 1998) is

�old ¼ 2eGmc�Gse ¼ 2e�ð1��1��2ÞGse ð2:30Þ

Thus,

�

�old
¼ e��1Gse ð2:31Þ

The growth speed in kATAM,

r� ¼ kf e
ð�2þ�1ÞGseð1þ e�ð�1��2ÞGse � e��1GseÞ ð2:32Þ

and growth speed in kTAM,

r�old ¼ rf � rr;2 ¼ kf e
ð�2þ�1þ�2ÞGseð1� e�ð�1þ�2ÞGseÞ ð2:33Þ

Thus we have

r�

r�old
¼ e��2Gseð1þ e�ð�1��2ÞGse � e��1GseÞ

ð1� e�ð�1þ�2ÞGseÞ [ e��2Gse ð2:34Þ

We now have a reduction in the error rate as well as a

reduction in the growth rate of the assembly. From

Eqs. 2.31 and 2.34, since �1 and �2 are controllable

parameters, we conclude that the assembly error rate can be

decreased with a trade-off in the growth speed. Note that

there is a lot of slack in our analysis. Further, since there

are multiple free parameters in addition to Gmc and Gse in

kATAM, the exact correlation between error rate and

growth speed is still an open question. h

2.4.1 Deprotected tiles forming due to leak pathway

between monomer tiles and primer interaction

There is a low probability with which a primer P and

protected monomer tile (TProt) (Fig. 13) can bind to each

other, and the polymerase extends the primer (Fig. 14)

resulting in a deprotected tile. Here we analyze the average

concentration of unprotected tiles due to the leak mecha-

nism. In the original kTAM, the concentration of a pro-

tected monomer tile per growth site per aggregate, is kept

constant. This concentration of monomer tiles is given by

Gmc, thus ½TProt� ¼ e�Gmc . In our assumption in the kinetic

trapping model, the primer concentration per growth site

Fig. 7 r� derivation based on a correct tile attaching into place from

state S1–S6

15 Out of reff tiles reaching state S6 in unit time, only rr;2 leave. Only

those tiles which leave the growth site after complete deprotection can

come back to any growth site with a rate constant of kf . Hence if

reff � rr;2 then r0f should be much less than reff and we can safely

neglect the contribution from r0f in the denominator r� þ rr;2 while

computing the value of r0f .
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per aggregate is kept constant (see footnote 9), and equal to

the TProt concentration. Thus ½P� ¼ e�Gmc . Now, lets say

that the leak reaction is modelled by

Pþ TProt �!
kleak

TUnprot þW , where W is the waste product,

then
d½TUnprot �

dt
¼ kleak � ½P� � ½TProt� ¼ kleake

�2Gmc .

Now, this is the average leak rate of production of

deprotected tiles per growth site per aggregate. The total

number of deprotected tiles at any point of time, would

involve integrating the total number of growth sites across

all fractional aggregates at time t, and multiplying this by

the leak rate above to get an estimate of the concentration

of deprotected tiles. This concentration would then be

subtracted by the expected concentration of deprotected

tiles that bound to some growth site at some aggregate.

Since this analysis is a lot more complex, a simplifying

assumption has been made, that the leak pathway is

extremely slow, and does not contribute to the concentra-

tion of deprotected tiles.

3 Compact proofreading with activatable tiles

Activatable tiles provide error-resilience to a growing

assembly by enforcing directional growth. Ideally the

output ends are never available until the corresponding

input ends are completely hybridized, thus preventing both

errors by insufficient attachment as well as nucleation

errors. There is a small probability, however, of errors by

insufficient attachment caused by tiles that leave a growth

site after output deprotection. Furthermore, the computa-

tion still occurs at the original scale, unlike Chen’s snaked

proofreading technique (Chen and Goel 2004) which

increases the lattice size by a multiplicative factor of k2.

Hence, activatable tiles indeed provide compact error-re-

silience. Since the seed is the only completely unprotected

tile when the assembly begins and the concentration of

completely unprotected rule or boundary tiles existing in

solution at any given time is very low, activatable tiles can

also prevent spontaneous nucleation and enforce ‘‘con-

trolled growth’’.16

We can formally prove that activatable tiles are indeed

an instance of compact proofreading. Soloveichik and

Winfree (206) gave a concise definition of compact

proofreading and we adapt it to our ATAM:

Definition 3.1 Given a small constant 0\q\1, a

sequence of deterministic tile systems fT1; T2; T3; . . .g is a

compact proofreading scheme for pattern P if (1) TN pro-

duces the full infinite pattern P under the aATAM, (2) TN

has polyðlogNÞ tile types (poly(n) denotes nOð1Þ) and (3) TN
produces the correct N � N initial portion of the pattern

P with probability at least q in time O(N poly(log N)) in the

kATAM for some value of the free parameters in the

model.

Theorem 3.1 An activatable Tile System AN is a com-

pact proofreading scheme.

Proof Let the tile system in aTAM be TN and the acti-

vatable tile system be AN . AN is same as TN except that

each tile type has an associated finite state automata. Since

in aATAM activatable tiles can bind to a growth site only if

they can bind strongly enough (just as in aTAM), AN can

produce the whole system correctly under aATAM so the

first condition is satisfied.

Moreover, jAN j ¼ jTN j, the only difference being that

we start the assembly with ‘‘protected’’ version of TN .

Since this work is concerned with only deterministic tile

systems, the argument of Soloveichik and Winfree (206)

applies and we need only constant number of tile types so

long the tile set has a locally deterministic assembly

sequence.

The argument for the third condition is similar to that of

Chen and Goel (2004). In this model, errors are only

caused by insufficient attachments; these errors are caused

by tiles dissociating from growth sites after their output

protection has been stripped off. In an insufficient attach-

ment event, first an unprotected monomer (with a single

binding site match) attaches at the rate of r0f . However,

before this tile is knocked off at the rate of rr;1, a second

tile (protected/unprotected) can attach to the first tile at the

rate r0f þ reff . Thus, based on the corresponding CTMC

(Fig. 8) (also see Fig. 2) we can say that the rate of an

insufficient attachment is

Fig. 8 Continuous Time Markov Chain for error due to insufficient

attachment in kATAM

16 Controlled growth is defined to be the growth occurring for

parameter values in a certain part of the kinetic parameter space, such

that (1) growth does occur, (2) errors are rare and (3) growth not

seeded by the seed tile is rare (Winfree 1998).
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rinsuf ¼
r0f ðr0f þ reff Þ
rr;1 þ r0f þ reff

¼ eð�3þ�1þ�2ÞGse
1þ e�ð�1��2ÞGse

1þ e�ð1��1ÞGse þ e�ð1��2ÞGse

ð3:1Þ

since an insufficient attachment happens as soon as the

growth site transitions to state 2.

Our goal with respect to a particular growth site is to

bury the correct tile k levels deep before an insufficient

attachment event occurs.17 In other words, if we have a

k � k square whose left bottom corner location is occupied

by this tile, then the k � k square completes before an

insufficient attachment event occurs. This puts the tile

under consideration into a ‘‘k-frozen’’ state. The process of

tile attaching or detaching in a 2D assembly can be

modeled as a random walk.18 Note that the forward growth

(tile association at the output ends of the current tile)

happens at the rate of reff þ r0f while the backward growth

(dissociation of the current tile) has a rate of rr;2. Thus, the

average rate of growth (the mean of forward and backward

rates) is

r ¼ 1

2
ðreff þ r0f þ rr;2Þ ð3:2Þ

and the expected time taken for this k � k square to grow is

Oðk4
r
Þ since in a 2D random walk, we have to take k4 steps

in expectation in order to cover k2 locations.

Thus, for any small �insuf , we can find a constant cinsuf
such that, with probability 1� �insuf , no insufficient

attachment happens at this specific location but a correct

tile becomes k-frozen within time Oðk4
r
Þ. In other words,

k4

r
\

cinsuf

rinsuf
ð3:3Þ

where rinsuf is given by 3.1. Hence, for a given k, and

constant kinetic parameters, this time is also constant. Thus

we can use the same argument as Adleman et al. (2001)

that the N � N square is completed in expected O(N)

time. h

3.1 Compact self-healing with activatable tiles

The impact of activatable tiles goes beyond the compact

error-resilience which is a primary concern for fault

tolerant self-assembly. In case of gross external damage,

e.g. a hole is created in a growing tiling assembly, acti-

vatable tiles can repair the damage with minimal error by

enforcing directional growth. Since the original, self-

assembled lattice was formed by algorithmic accretion in

the forward direction, only forward re-growth is capable of

rebuilding the correct structure. The protected monomers in

the solution ensure a forward directional accretion. There is

a small probability, however, of backward growth from the

unprotected monomers that were once part of the original

tiling assembly and dissociated after outputs are depro-

tected. The likelihood is comparatively small since the

forward reaction rate depends on concentration of the

monomers and the protected tiles are much more abundant

than their unprotected counterparts.

Theorem 3.2 A damaged hole of size S (where S is small

compared to the size of the desired pattern) is repaired

before backward growth can occur in the kATAM with high

probability in time OðS2Þ for appropriately set values of the
free parameters in the model.

Proof Observe that the maximum rate of error due to

backward growth is bounded by r0f while the forward rate

of growth is reff þ r0f . We will now show how to estimate

the value of Gse required to repair a hole of size S, where

size is defined to be the number of tiles. Observe that

r[ r0f ð3:4Þ

where r, as previously defined is the average rate of

growth. Using the same technique as in the previous the-

orem, the hole can be repaired in OðS2
r
Þ (where r is the

average rate of growth as previously defined) by a 2D

random walk on the set of S tile positions on the 2D plane.

Next, we need to guarantee no backward growth happens

during this interval. We can argue that for any small �heal
(0\�heal\1), we can find a constant cheal such that with

probability 1� �heal,

S2

r
\

cheal

r0f
ð3:5Þ

From this, for a given S, we can compute Gse so that there

is no backward growth when a hole of size at most S is

repaired in OðS2Þ time assuming constant kinetic parame-

ters. h

4 Computer simulations

Winfree’s original simulator, Xgrow (Winfree 1998) was

modified to estimate error rates in assemblies with acti-

vatable tiles. The original simulator simulates two types of

tile events tile addition and tile deletion. We introduced tile

17 The time taken for single tile attachment is Oð 1
reff
Þ which is less

than 1
rinsuf

.

18 The stochastic process of tile attachment and detachment in self -

assembly has often been modeled as a random walk (Chen and Goel

2004). Further this is similar to the lattice gas model where modeling

interactions as random walks is quite well established.
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change events, which correspond to change of state in our

model. Instead of introducing new states for each tile type

into Xgrow, we opted to create new tile types for each

different state of a tile. Thus, we divided each boundary tile

into 3 tile types, and each rule tile into 5 tile types. On the

occurence of a tile change event, a tile of one tile type gets

converted into a tile of another tile type. This allowed us to

simulate the state change in the system. In this set of

simulations, we model each individual event that occurs in

the aKTAM.

All simulations are done assuming a single flake. A

single flake in Xgrow refers to a growth assembly from a

single seed tile. Note that this does not mean that only one

seed tile exists. Multiple seed tiles were observed getting

incorporated into the growing assembly at high concen-

trations (Gmc ¼ 1; 2; 3). We modelled the original Sier-

pinski tiling set consisting of 1 seed tile, 2 boundary tiles,

and 4 rule tiles. Thus, our activatable sierpinski tiling set

contains 1 seed tile, 6 boundary tiles (3 ‘‘states’’ per orig-

inal boundary tile), and 20 rule tiles (5 ‘‘states’’ per original

rule tile).

Other running parameters of our tile set include: (1) kf =

3:5� 106 M�1 s�1 (Zhang and Winfree 2009). (2) Tem-

perature was kept constant at 298.15 K (25oC); (3)

Monomer tile concentration is dictated by Gmc, which was

varied from 1 to 100; (4) Primer Concentration was set to

10 lM. However, in cases where the monomer tile con-

centration exceeds the primer concentration, the primer

concentration was set as [P] = max (10 lM; e�Gmc ). This

evaluated to the forward rate attachment of primer being 30

s�1;19 (5) Five different toehold lengths are simulated

(1,3,5,7,9) nt, while the branch migration length was kept

constant at 10 nt. The Gse ¼ ð4000K
T

� 11Þs is calculated

based on the sticky end length s. For each of the 5 toeholds,

the Gse used were (26.57, 31.40, 36.24, 41.07, 45.90). The

partial glue strength between a toehold and a sticky end is
toehold

s
. This partial glue strength is an input parameter into

Xgrow, along with the glue strengths for other glues

(strength 1 for all 4 edges of rule tiles and 1 edge of each

boundary tile, and strength 2 for 2 edges of each boundary

tile). (6) Branch migration length was kept constant at 10

nt, and the branch migration unimolecular rate constant rdp

= rp was set to 4 s�1.20 (7) Simulations were done on a

32X32 square, with the tile concentration being varied

across multiple simulation runs (by varying Gmc). All the

simulations were modelled for 109 events, or the formation

of the complete square assembly, whichever ended first;

The modified Xgrow-Activatable system is available

online (Garg 2015).

4.1 Results

The phase diagram in Fig. 9a shows that low-error

assemblies can be formed at a higher concentration in the

aKTAM model as compared to the original kTAM model.

However, the growth rate in the aKTAM is 5–7 orders of

magnitude lower than the growth rate of the kTAM

(Fig. 9b). Thus, the trade-off for lower error assemblies is

the growth speed. In addition, we notice that at very low

concentrations (69 �Gmc � 72, toehold = 5nt, 83

�Gmc � 91, toehold = 9nt)), the kTAM forms successful

assemblies, while the aKTAM is extremely slow and

assemblies are unable to form. This is expected, since in

addition to an extremely low concentration, it is likely that

a collision event can unbind at a much higher rate in the

aKTAM, thus resulting in much lower assembly growth.

Also, the toehold lengths of 5 and 7 nt, with a branch

migration length of 10 nt each, seem to perform optimally

for the aKTAM model, at concentrations and timelines that

are realizable practically in experimental conditions. The

lower toeholds of 1 and 3 nt give almost no assembly

formation in the aKTAM model. The large toeholds of 9 nt

can also form error free assemblies, but the growth rate is

extremely low, and thus will take months to years to form

assemblies. Thus, these simulations can indicate the right

set of toehold and branch migration lengths to use in

activatable/signal tile assembly experimental models.

5 DNA design of activatable tiles

This section provides details on a experimental design of

Activatable Tiles. No experimental work has been done as

part of this article. An alternate 1D design has been

implemented (Garg et al. 2015). We describe a 2D design

that has been worked out to a high level of detail and can

serve as a prototype to implement 2D experiments.

5.1 DNA design of 1D activatable tiles

The DNA design of 1D activatable tiles is very helpful in

understanding the more complex DNA design of 2D

19 Note that this is different from the assumption in Sect. 2.3, which

assumes that the primer concentration is maintained equal to the

monomer tile concentration at all times. In simulations with very low

concentrations of the monomer tile, if the primer concentration is also

very low, then the primer binding reaction becomes the rate limiting

step, and the simulation does not proceed. In order to avoid this, the

primer was kept constant at a (relatively high) experimentally

realizable concentration of 10 lM. Thus, rprimer ¼ kf * [P] = 30 s�1.

20 The branch migration rate constant kb (Zhang and Winfree 2009),

is given by kb = 400
x2

s�1. In our case, x ¼ 10.
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activatable tiles. Recent experimental work has been shown

that was motivated by the activatable tiles model (Garg

et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2013). It is also motivated by the

need for a protection strategy for tiles that self-assemble

into a 1D lattice, such as the boundary of a computational

tiling. To ease understanding, we make use of three levels

of abstraction to describe the DNA tile design: at the

highest level of abstraction, we describe the deprotection

Fig. 9 a Left: Phase Diagram showing a side-by-side comparison of

Activatable Tiles versus the original kTAM. Five different sticky ends

of lengths 11, 13, 15, 17 and 19 have been simulated, each with a

toehold of 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 nt and branch migration domain of 10 nt

respectively. The circles and squares refer to assemblies formed in

the kTAM model and the aKTAM model respectively. The size of the

polygon represents the size of the assembly formed, and the darker the

polygon, the more error free the assembly is. Incase the number of

tiles in the assembly \5 %, it is marked by an asterix, denoting

failure to form an assembly. b Top Right: Growth Time of assembly

versus error rates in the assembly. As the growth times of assembly

increase, the error rates decrease. This is true for both the kTAM and

the aKTAM. However, the error rates in the aKTAM are far lower

than the error rates of the kTAM. All the aKTAM data is represented

by dashed lines, while the kTAM data is represented by solid lines.

Note that there are some jagged edges, these occur when the

simulation reports 0–5 mismatches in the assembly non-monoto-

nously, and thus jagged edges appear. Also note the nomenclature,

T9-S19 refers to toehold 9, sticky end 19 nt. The data for aKTAM-S1-

T11 and aKTAM-S3-T13 is not shown, since the assemblies are either

too small or couldn’t form, and thus cannot be used for comparing

growth and error rates. c Bottom-Right: Growth Time of Asssemblies

as a function of Gmc. This graph shows that the growth speed of the

aKTAM is slower than the growth rate of the kTAM, across the

different toehold and sticky end lengths
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strategy using a finite state machine; in the next level, we

explain the same mechanism with an example; in the

lowest level, the design description involves actual DNA

sequences. The 1D abstract tile is a square with a single

input and single output. Every tile has a tile core (which is

common to all tiles) and a unique pair of sticky ends

encoding the input and the output respectively. An un-

protected tile is the same as the original tile while its

protected counterpart has a layer covering its sticky ends.

The toehold, an exposed part of the input sticky end,

facilitates strand displacement and consequently

deprotection.

Consider a simple example system comprising of five

tiles. There are two start tiles (seed tiles), S1 and S2, two

intermediate tiles, I1 and I2 and one output tile O

(Fig. 10a). Ideally in the presence of S1, the desired

assembly order is S1 ! I1 ! O, while in the presence of

S2, the desired assembly order is S2 ! I2 ! O (Fig. 10b).

In the absence of protection, however, such directional

growth cannot be guaranteed (Fig. 10c). The goal is to

prevent spontaneous nucleation by starting with protected

tiles and deprotecting them only after they have been

attached to the growing assembly. Errors in 1D and 2D are

very different. Single tile mismatches, a major source of

error in 2D tile assemblies, do not happen in 1D systems.

Instead, errors are introduced when assembly does not

occur in the desired fashion due to ambiguous binding sites

as shown in Fig. 10c. The following subsections discuss

how such sequential assembly is ensured.

5.1.1 High level description of the design

The key idea is first presented in the form of a finite state

machine (Fig. 11).

Since the input/output sticky ends are protected by a

protection strand, an ‘‘inactive’’ set of tiles co-exist in the

solution and do not self-assemble into one dimensional

lattices (S1). When the initiator strand (analogous to a seed

tile in the kTAM model, which may be part of a larger

nanostructure) is introduced in the mixture, the former

displaces the protection strand at the input end of the tile

with matching sticky ends at any growth site, resulting in a

‘‘partially active’’ tile with a correctly bound input sticky

end and protected output sticky end (S3). In presence of a

suitable primer, the protection strand (now free at the input

end but still hybridized to the output sticky end) can act as

the template for DNA polymerization (S4-S6). When the

polymerization completes, the protection strand is stripped

off the output sticky end leaving it to initiate another

deprotection. Thus the assembly proceeds from input to

output end at all times (‘‘active’’ state (S7)).

We further explain the deprotection strategy using the

example system from above; Fig. 12 shows the

corresponding reaction pathway. Initially, all the tiles

(I1; I2 and O) in the solution are protected (Stage 0) and

they do not interact until the start tile S1 is introduced. S1

next displaces the protection layer at the input end of the

intermediate tile I1 (Stage 1). Once the protection layer at

the input end of I1 is freed, the primer in the solution can

hybridize with it and DNA polymerase enzyme can extend

it all the way up to the output end, thus exposing the output

sticky end (Stage 2 and 3). Tile O is deprotected and

hybridized to I1 in the next cycle.

5.1.2 Experimental design

The simplest DNA sequence designs are shown in Fig. 13.

The tile core can be simply a double-stranded DNA with

the sticky ends being the single stranded overhang

extending out of the double-stranded portion. The sticky

ends are protected by the protection strand M.

For adjacent tiles, the protection strand needs to be

arranged in a different manner so as to satisfy both con-

straints on the direction for sticky end matching as well as

template for polymerization (Fig. 13), resulting in two

kinds of tile types. Some of the key features of this tile

design are (1) The 3 base portion (E) at the 30 end of the

protection strand prevents polymerization of the toehold

H1, (2) The portion of the protection strand which hybri-

dizes to the primer P is held tightly in a hairpin loop of six

bases between two subportions of the input sticky end, (3)

The fluorophore and the quencher for detection purposes,

are positioned such that the fluorophore is quenched only

when correct tiles hybridize. Now suppose, Tile 2 is

already deprotected and part of an assembly. Figure 14

describes a reaction pathway to describe how Tile 1 is

deprotected by Tile 2. One can verify whether the tile

system is assembling as desired by observing the pattern in

the fluorescence data. Native gel electrophoresis can be

used to find whether the dominant assembly in presence of

the initiator tile is the one desired.

5.2 DNA design of 2D activatable tiles

Our DNA design for 2D activatable tiles is a direct

extension of our 1D activatable tiles. Before giving a

domain design for activatable tiles, just as we did in the 1D

description, we first describe the protection/deprotection

strategy using an abstract version of DX tiles. The 2D

abstract DX tile is a square with two inputs and two out-

puts; every tile has a tile core (common to all tiles) and

unique sticky ends encoding the input and the output. An

unprotected tile is the same as the original tile whereas its

protected counterpart has a layer covering its sticky ends.

One of the tile inputs (input 1) has a few bases exposed at

the end, facilitating strand displacement and, consequently,
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deprotection. This exposed portion is referred to as a toe-

hold. The other input (input 2), however, is completely

hybridized to a protection strand which is separate from the

output protection strand. The idea is that the input 2 sticky

end cannot hybridize until the input 1 is correctly hybri-

dized. The toehold of input 2 is exposed only when its

Fig. 10 a 1D Abstract Tile System for testing sequential assembly. In

the protected system, unlike the unprotected counterpart where none

of the tiles have any protection, I1, I2 and O have protection layers,

b The desired assembly with initiator tile S1 and S2 respectively,

c Possible spontanous nucleation errors if the assembly is not forced

to go from the initiator (seed) tile to the output tile

Fig. 11 A Finite State

Automata for the deprotection

of the output sticky end of a 1D

tile only when its input sticky

end is correctly matched

Fig. 12 A high-level reaction pathway for deprotection of a 1D protected tile
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protection strand is displaced by the protection strand from

input 1. When input 2 hybridizes completely, it frees the

protection strand covering the outputs from the input end.

The DNA polymerase enzyme then exposes the output

sticky ends.

5.2.1 Example computational system in 2D: XOR

computation

For this computation, the output is 1 only when exactly one

of the inputs is 1. Figure 15a shows four DX computational

rule tiles implementing the computation for XOR. Fig-

ure 15b shows an example of desired directed tile assembly

growth in the right to left direction. In absence of protec-

tion, however, such directional growth of tiling assembly

cannot be guaranteed. An instance of an erroneous tiling

assembly growth is shown in Fig. 15c. The goal is to

enforce a sequential assembly to avoid ambiguities shown

in Fig. 15c by using the novel protection-deprotection

scheme.

5.2.2 High level description of the design

We describe a high level version of deprotection using

XOR computation as an example system (Fig. 16).

Assuming tiles T2 and T3 are part of a growing tiling

assembly, ideally another T3 should bind, at their output

ends. This results in the output sticky end 0b0 of bound tile

T3 (part of a tiling assembly) displacing the protection

strand over input sticky end 0b of the protected monomer

T3. The protection strand from the input 0b of tile T3 next

displaces the toehold protection of the 0a input for tile T3.

In the following step the output sticky end 0a0 of bound tile

T2 displaces the protection on 0a input of protected tile T3.

Once the protection layer at this input end is freed, the

primer in the solution can hybridize with it and DNA

polymerase enzyme can extend it to the output ends, thus

exposing the output sticky ends one by one (output 2 fol-

lowed by output 1).

5.2.3 Experimental design

A sequence design of such an activatable tile is not diffi-

cult. Figure 17 (right) shows the details of the protection

strategy for an experimental validation. Here, one can use a

DX or a TX tile as the tile core, since they are very

compact; a compact tile will improve the likelihood of the

strand displacement and polymerization events that ulti-

mately deprotect the tile and make it available for

hybridization. Figure 17 also gives the protection strategy

for the input and output sticky ends. Input 1 is protected by

design, since it is designed as a hairpin, and one arm of the

hairpin acts as the protector strand. The internal toehold of

input 1 (HIn1) hybridizes with the correct sticky end (from

the growth site) and eventually displaces the input 1 pro-

tector. The T1 portion of the input 1 protector strand then

hybridizes with the input 2 toehold protector strand, and

via toehold-exchange (Zhang and Winfree 2009), exposes

Fig. 13 (Top) Protection

Strategy for Tile 1, (Bottom)

Protection Strategy for its

neighbor Tile 2. The number of

bases for each section is shown

in pink. (Color figure online)
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the input 2 toehold HIn2. This facilitates another strand

displacement by the output sticky end (part of a larger

nanostructure) that binds with the input 2 sticky end. Once

the protection strand 2 is freed from the input side, it

hybridizes with the primer P. Next, DNA polymerase

enzyme present in the solution extends the primer and

eventually pulls the protection strand (template) first out of

output 2, SOut2, and next out of output 1, SOut1.

5.3 Testing processing and displacing power of /29

Even before we can incorporate the concept of activation in

real system, we need to verify the process of deprotection

via the use of suitable polymerase. Our chosen polymerase

is polymerase /29. Researchers have studied the structure

of /29 polymerase and have provided useful insights into

its exceptional strand displacement and processing power,

Fig. 14 Reaction Pathway for

deprotection of Tile 1 by Tile 2

at the experimental level
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(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 15 2D Tiles used in XOR Computation (a), described along with
desired (b) and undesired assembly pathways (c). a Abstract DX Rule

Tiles for XOR computation. b Desired Directional Tiling Assembly

starting with the input strand. c Erroneous Growth when directionality

constraint is not enforced

Fig. 16 High Level reaction pathway for deprotection in two dimensions
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and have deduced its translocation mechanism (Kamtekar

et al. 2004). We start with a DNA origami structure which

is the upper left quadrant of the origami rectangle

(Rothemund 2006. Note that it has a pair of fluorophores

and quenchers, placed close enough that no signal in the

fluorescence spectrometer can be observed. However,

when the primer P is introduced in the solution, in presence

of /29 it transforms the origami structure into a mere

double-stranded DNA, thus releasing the fluorophore

bearing staples. As the latter is no longer in close proximity

of staples bearing quenchers, an increase in signal can be

detected in the spectrometer. However, there is one diffi-

cult step in this process. Since annealing of origami

involves excess of staple strands (most commonly in 10 : 1

ratio Rothemund 2006), the signal changes due to both

staples incorporated in the origami and excess staples in

solution. To obtain the portion of change due only to ori-

gami staples, the origami needs to be purified using

Microcon centrifugal filter devices (100,000 MWCO, 300

� g speed, 10 min) before introducing the primer or the

polymerase. The origami uses the commercially available

M13mp18 viral genome as the scaffold and the sequences

of the fluorophore and quencher bearing strands and the

primer are shown in Fig. 18.

6 Other applications of activatable tiles

Beyond their applications to computational tiling, activat-

able tiles can be used for building sensing and concentra-

tion systems (Fig. 19). For instance, a type of modified

activatable tile that has a docking site (e.g. a DNA or RNA

aptamer binding site) specific to this target molecule can be

designed. Initially, the tiles are in an inactive state; they are

not bound to a target molecule nor are they assembled

together. When a target molecule binds to the tile’s dock-

ing site, the tile transitions from an inactive to an active

state. Tiles in the active state can assemble. As the acti-

vated tiles assemble, the target molecules are concentrated

making an excellent concentration system. For added

functionality, one can attach metallic nanoparticles to the

tiles or target molecules. With the nanoparticles, the

assembly of activatable tiles detects the presence of a target

molecule in solution (based on the colorimetric output) and

behaves as a nano-scale sensor.

Activatable tiles can also be used for reaction cat-

alyzation. The concept of DNA directed chemistry has

been explored in recent years (Rosenbaum and Liu 2003).

Suppose that for some small k, the goal is to place k distinct

small, target molecules in close proximity, to initiate or

catalyze a chemical reaction. Then k distinct modified

activatable tiles can be designed with a docking location

that provides a binding site for one of the distinct target

molecules. The tiles undergo a state transition from inac-

tive to active only when they are carrying their target

molecules. Once activated, these k distinct tiles assemble

into a small tiling lattice, putting the target molecules in

close proximity, and allowing them to react. In addition,

some of the reaction products can be used to make the tiles

disassemble and return to the inactive state, allowing the

tiles to be reused. Observe that the location of the binding

site has a major role to play in this catalyzation process.

The binding site on the same face of each tile type is so

Fig. 17 Details of a protected

DNA tile for two dimensional

tiling (Number of bases in each

strand is shown in pink). (Color

figure online)

FIRST STAPLE PAIR WITH MODIFICATION:

TGAGTTTCAAAGGAACAACTAAAGATCTCCAAT BLACK-HOLE QUENCHER

6-CARBOXYFLUORESCEIN  TAAAAAAGGCTTTTGCGGGATCGTCGGGTAGCA

SECOND STAPLE PAIR WITH MODIFICATION:

AAGAGGAACGAGCTTCAAAGCGAAAGTTTCATT IOWA BLACK RQ

TEXAS RED-X NHS ESTER TTCCATATATTTAGTTTGACCATTAAGCATAAA

PRIMER:

GCGGGGTTTTGCTCAGTACCAGGCGGATAAGTGCCG

Fig. 18 DNA sequences for staples with modifications and primer or

testing processing and displacement ability of polymerase /29. The
other staple sequences are used directly from the publication

(Rothemund 2006)
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designed that after assembly, the molecules, bound to the

tiles will be close to each other. They are never bound

inside the lattice and therefore, the reaction can never

become slower. Figure 20 shows such a reaction cat-

alyzation for k ¼ 4. Reaction catalyzation is an established

subfield of chemistry. There are two types of reaction

catalyzation: (1) Heterogeneous catalyst, where the catalyst

holds the reactant molecules in close proximity to each

other and thus increases the reaction rate; (2) Homoge-

neous catalyst, where the catalyst reacts with the reactants

to form intermediate products and is eventually released

from the intermediates to form final products. An example

of a heterogeneous catalyst is finely divided iron in the

Haber process of manufacturing ammonia while that of a

homogeneous catalyst is chlorine free radicals in the

breakdown of ozone. Observe that in our case, activat-

able tiles behave as both homogeneous and heterogeneous

catalysts since not only do they participate in the reaction,

but the reaction takes place on their surfaces.

7 Conclusion

The reduction of errors in computational tiling assemblies

eliminates a major roadblock in the development of

applications of DNA lattices, allowing, for example, the

construction of complex nano-electronic circuits. In this

paper, we have described a tile design which uses strand

displacement and DNA polymerization to improve the

robustness of computational assembly without increasing

scale. One of the key features of our design is that although

deprotection enforces sequentiality, the parallel, asy-

chronous nature of self-assembly remains. We developed

abstract and kinetic models for activatable tiles that allow

us to compare error rates and growth speed with that of

Winfree’s original kinetic model. We showed that acti-

vatable tiles can provide robust assembly growth in the

same scale as the original assembly and can even repair

small amounts of damage assuming suitable values of the

model’s kinetic parameters. These results show that an

activatable tile set is indeed a compact error-resilient and

self-healing tile set. We further described a DNA design for

activatable tiles based on these models. Additionally we

observed that activatable tiles not only reduce errors in

computational tiling assembly, they can be used for tasks

including molecular sensing and reaction catalyzation.

Although it may be impossible to eliminate errors

completely from the assembly process, the design for

activatable tiles appears to be quite promising, and some

recent experimental work has been shown that provides

some credibility to this model (Garg et al. 2015). Our

detailed computer simulations simulate each of the

Fig. 19 A concentration and sensing system with activatable tiles

Fig. 20 Reaction catalyzation with activatable tiles
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protection/deprotection steps, and use recent experimental

rate constants that hopefully provide a valid approximation

of a real experimental scenario. Future work would include

comparing this to other existing error-correction techniques

in more detail (Jang et al. 2007; Fujibayashi and Murata

2005; Fujibayashi et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2004), particu-

larly Fujibayashi et al.’s enzyme-free activated tile model

(Fujibayashi and Murata 2005; Fujibayashi et al. 2009).

Our hope is that our proof of concept system will make

self-assembly experiments significantly more robust to

assembly errors. We would also like to investigate one

interesting open question: Can combining overlay redun-

dancy techniques (Sahu and Reif 2006) with the idea of

activatable tiles further improve the error-resilience of self-

assembly experiments in the original scale?

A further challenging direction beginning to be inves-

tigated is the development self-repairing tiling assemblies

(Winfree 2006; Majumder et al. 2006).
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